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FIRST for a working definition. What, for this occasioni is
1 stress'?
I assume that we are not today concerned with mechanical,

chemical or physiological stresses nor with the stress theories of
Dr Selye, but are using the word in its near-jargon sense of emotioiial
conflict or disharmony, conscious or subconscious.

In passing, 'strain' describes more accurately than ' stress ' what
happens when things pull different ways but ' strain', you will
agree, has become a medically nasty word. We don't like our
patients to use it and we feel guilty if we use it ourselves-at least I
do. Shall we like it if, in a year or two, our patients say " do you
think it might be the stress, doctor? "

But that is by the way. We are discussing stress today because, for
some 15 or 20 years, the power of mental conflict to produce symp-
toms has been increasingly demonstrated until, in some quarters, we
are urged not only to recognize the fact but to change our medical
outlook, to stop barking up Soma and to bark up Psyche instead.

Present day medicine is sometimes accused of materialism. I think
the accusation is false now, but at the beginning of the century it was
true. Bacteriology and cellular pathology were in power; physiology
advanced almost daily; vitamins and hormones were blossomning,
morbid anatomy was still recent. I suppose our pride and pleasure
in precise physical diagnosis were a necessary compensation for our
distressing therapeutic impotence. We were then more materialist
than our patients and rather proud of it.
But things were moving. I remember-I suppose in 1920-Dr

Langdon Brown, as he then was, a propos a railway signalman
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with toxic goitre, quoting someone's saying that " happy people do
not get Graves' disease " and since then the swing from materialism
has been immense. Today I think most doctors are less materialist
than most patients.
For myself, I am long past being surprised by any intrusion of

Psyche. I do not doubt the stigmata of St. Francis nor question
George Day's stories from Mundesley about the influence of sub-
conscious death-wishes or of zests for life on the course ofpulmonary
tuberculosis. My medical credo is not shaken when warts yield to
witchcraft and I assume that symptoms, with or without signs but
without discoverable pathology, are likely to be due to emotion.
At least a dozen times a day a doctor meets Psyche in distress and

usually in disguise. Probably she plays her tricks most on the cardio-
vascular or the digestive system, using the endocrines for some of
her best effects; but she doesn't stop there.
"Envy and wrath shorten the life", said Ecclesiasticus, thinking,

no doubt, of arterial hypertension and degeneration; but envy and
wrath in the mind of the motorist must be responsible for the shorten-
ing of many lives today and if ' stress ' connotes division in the mind
it must be a major factor in a host of ' accidents' from broken
teacups to broken skulls.

Let us admit freely that stress plays a part, big or little, in very
many of the troubles brought to us every day. To pretend otherwise
sins against the truth and cannot possibly be good doctoring.

1 am sure we should not only recognize painful emotion in this
role but should, up to a point, take our patients with us in such
recognition. 'The nerves' should be eliminated from the doctor-
patient vocabulary and in its place words like 'fear', 'doubt',
' anxiety ',' resentment ' and ' anger '-or some equivalents-should
come in. It should be common ground that emotions are medical
realities at least as mentionable and discussable as headache, giddi-
ness, a lump in the neck, the behaviour of the bowel or what you
had for supper. Our patients should know we quite understand
that harmony or discord in the mind does indeed influence the
digestive processes, that apprehension may produce a gastrostasis
and rage a gastrostaxis.
Yet it is dangerous to press this lesson too far. It may well be true,

for instance, that emotion is the commonest cause of abdominal
pain in young children but both mothers and family doctors had best
keep this fact-if it is one-in the back and not the front of their
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minds because, though emotional colic never kills, acute appendicitis
does-and quickly. It is far more useful to teach a mother that the
pain of acute appendicitis starts round the navel and is not very
severe than to teach her that her toddler's belly-ache may be due to
stress '.
Furthermore, we should try to get into our patients' heads andkeep

very firmly in our own the truth about single causes. May I quote
Arthur Balfour? " In the world ofconcrete fact," he wrote, " nothing
occurs through the action ofa single cause, nor yet through the simple
co-operation of many causes, as we picture horse helping horse to
draw a loaded dray. Our world is a much more complicated affair."
Tolstoy, you may remember, throughout his War and Peace and
specially at the end, almost labours to show that neither Napolean
nor a whim in his mind caused the French invasion of Russia but
that a mass of interwoven factors, amounting to Fate, were responsi-
ble. And so in medicine.

" What causes chicken-pox, Daddy? ", "The chicken-pox virus,
my son." " So if we meet that virus, Daddy, shall we both get
chicken.-pox? " " No, my son; you will but I won't, though, come to
think of it, I might get shingles ". " Oh ".

Let me illustrate from practice. Sylvia, the first and wanted baby
of happily married parents, developed infantile eczema while thriving
on the breast. Her father confessed to slight asthma in his boyhood
and I had seen him once with urticaria, so perhaps a gene was at
work. The eczema spread and, under eminent advice, she was an-
ointed and splinted. Her mother nursed her devotedly; she bore
her restrictions well and never lost her smile but when, at long last,
the tide turned, the eczema ebbed to a Besnier's prurigo and the
splints were off, she had become a mother-clinging and rather de-
manding child and, as expected, asthma crept in as eczema slunk out.
One day, when she was about five, because of this mother-clinging
she watched her mother under treatment in the dentist's chair.
Immediate reaction: rhinorrhoea, asthma, urticaria and weeping
from the Besnier patches-the lot. Now where are we?

That that day's clinical picture was a ' stress syndrome' was
plainer than a pikestaff but that the original eczema, the fons et
origo of the syndrome, was anything of the kind I do not believe.
For all practical purposes it was Fate and, to my mind, best so
regarded by parents and doctors. Harm can come from delving for
causes and from active, as opposed to protective, treatments and the
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outlook was good. But that is digressing; the point is the multiple
interacting causes.

A cognate point is that a single phenomenon-in our case a clinical
picture-may be produced by different groups of causes. I cannot do
better than quote a dermatologist-Dr Bowers. " A rash on the
hands ", he says, " might look the same whether caused by dettol,
diesel oil, distaquaine or divorce"; and " on the face almost
identical appearances may be given by sensitivity to cosmetics,
chrome salts or just conscience "; and again " a nurse may not show
her sensitivity to streptomycin until she has some emotional upset."
Congestive heart failure, with its symptoms and signs, may have
arisen in several quite different ways.

Moreover, the same type of stress may have quite opposite results-
Anxiety or depression may produce the nausea and anorexia of
rejection or the overeating of compensation and, for all these reasons
I want to suggest that to classify any clinical condition as a ' stress
disorder' or ' stress disease' must always be inaccurate and mis-
leading. Yet we do it. The first time I heard the term it was used
of rheumatoid arthritis and I have since known it used of asthma,
migraine, duodenal ulcer, ulcerative colitis and other maladies.
In all these stress may be a factor, even a main factor. but I submit
that it cannot be-as the term implies-the cause and it is certainly
not proven that each and all cannot occur without any more stress
than is our common lot.
But does it matter what we call them? Let us look back. ' Stress'

is not the first word to get a bit above itself. The word ' toxic ' and
the word ' allergy' have run amok since I qualified, with ' hypo-
vitaminosis ' not far behind. ' Acidosis ' in children almost beat the
lot. There was a time when not only periodic vomiting but bed-
wetting, night-fears, limb pains, sweating and not-eat-my-dinnering
were all due to acidosis with glucose as panacea. There was a time
when many of today's 'stress disorders' demanded a head to toe
search for the hiding place of the offending streptococcus, with much
destructive winkling out and long courses of vaccines. More recently
the same sort of search has been conducted for the predicated
allergen with restrictive practices and long courses of desensitizers
to follow; less destructive, certainly, than the clearings of jaws and
pluckings out of appendices, gall-bladders and even colons but not
without its risks, style-cramping and costly.

Let me illustrate. Susan T. was an only child, said to have
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wheezed a little at five years old and at ten subject to fairly severe
attacks of asthma but otherwise well.
Now this was in 1938 when the toxic focus was in retreat and allergy

in flood. Asthma was then an allergic disorder and so pressure from
relatives compelled her mother and me, rather reluctantly, to take
her to the allergist of the day. He scarcely glanced at her history but
consulted the skin reactions like Carmen consulting the cards; he
pronounced her sensitive to tomatoes and horse-dandruff, as well as
to dust and prescribed the correct pillow and mattress, avoidance of
tomatoes and horses and a course of desensitizing injections.

Driving home, her mother and I decided that since in fact she
groomed ponies and enjoyed tomatoes with perfect impunity we
would satisfy honour with a rubber pillow and forget some of the
other prescriptions. But we went a bit further. The child's father
was a brigadier with a home in Essex but serving in Palestine where,
from time to time, his wife went to visit him. When she did Susan
lived in a big, gloomy house in London with a great aunt 66 years
older than herself and it was there she had her asthma. We thought
the stress inherent in this arrangement might well determine the
attacks. We also decided that we could do nothing about it, that it
was not for ever and that the ultimate outlook was good. I last saw
her aged about 18. She said the only thing that gave her asthma
now was champagne. Later I saw wedding photographs. I don't
know whether champagne still had that effect.
The tendency of very many ailments to get well is lamentably for-

gotten, but my present point is not that. It is that the conception of
allergic diseases put this child in danger of serious.deprivations-it
is not good to have to go about saying " I can't take tomatoes" or,
" I'm sorry, but I'm not allowed to ride "-and of painful injections
whose risks included severe reactions and loss of affection for her
doctor.

True, in her case a stress disorder would have been nearer the mark,
but suppose that had implied recourse to a psychiatrist, a buried
trauma hunt and a long course of psychotherapy, would the outlook
have been much improved?
But whether or not we recognize stress diseases we are urged to

keep stress always in mind, to search for a ' stress factor ' in almost
every disorder and when confronted by any patient to feel guilty if
we have been content to examine Soma while leaving Psyche with
all her clothes on.
To this proposition I can find no short answer. I am sure every
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doctor worth the name does take note of the presenting patient's
personality, that a good doctor is a good listener and somehow con-
trives the necessary time. I am sure we should never forget the wise
saying that every patient who comes to see us does at that time
suffer from fear and. of course, we should never attend merely to the
disease or to a diseased part or organ. But how much further should
we go? Should we look for Psyche under every bed and if she is
there should we always drag her out, strip off her garments and
parade her naked before the patient, who may or may not have
known of her presence? Do we accept Dr Clyne's assumption that
" psychological interest and treatment can work only to the patient's
advantage "? For myself, No. Much harm, I believe, has come to
many patients through carrying investigation, whether of mind or
body, too far and from treating abnormalities of which the patient
made no complaint.

Scientists practise science for the discovery of truth but we practise
medicine for the welfare of our patients. I believe we should investi-
gate and permit investigation only so far as it will do our patient
good. (Difficult, but I think we should try.) I say this being ready to
confess that, looking back, I am sure I have habitually asked too
few psychiatric questions and should have done more good had I
asked more. All the same there is a stopping point and it may even
precede the point of maximum comfort for the patient.
May I quote Dr Franz Winkler, who, after qualifying in Austria,

studied psychiatry in Vienna. He writes:
Artificially induced self-recognition is an undertaking far more hazardous

than most analysts seem to realize .... They fail to observe that complexes do
not stem from ignorance alone, but represent frantic efforts to lock into the
dungeons of the subconscious mind powers which the human self does not yet
dare to face. 'Successful' treatment brings them to the surface where, after a
short battle, they may well devour the individual, transforming an overconscien-
tious businessman into a level-headed thief, or a neurotic housewife into a con-
tented adulteress.
But no one invites us to be analysts. What happens if we merely

accept what Mr Brian Inglis-a journalist-calls a 'revolution in
medicine' and place ' stress' in the forefront of aetiology? We are
not left to guess, because some fellow practitioners who do so have
told us, with immense courage and frankness, what did happen
when they practised this principle on night visits. Probably you have
read Dr Clyne's Night Calls; if not, I commend it for study.

I can only say here how it strikes me. Sometimes, of course, they
achieve a well-deserved success, sometimes a resounding rebuff.
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"I told her that her troubles ... were to do with certain conflicts
and problems in her life. She said: I know, but I do not want you
to go into it." But what seems to me to stand out a mile is that for
these doctors Psyche steals the show; poor Soma languishes in the
wings. I think it is almost fair to say that they tend to view material
medicine, with its powerful but dangerous drugs, almost with con-
tempt.
A child of three has' croup ' (not defined) and, I quote, " The boy

has previously had tetracycline and whenever he has an attack his
mother gives him some tetracycline." Must it not have been left
with her by her doctor for this very purpose?
"I had seen Mrs. Kesgrove with tonsillitis. I had given her an

antibiotic. She had an urticarial rash; her temperature was normal.
I had told her there was nothing to worry about." But surely there
was, and whatever Psyche might be up to Mrs. Kesgrove must never,
never, have that antibiotic again.

There are many parallel examples and even diagnosis gets, as it
were, a little bent and complicated. A man faints while his wife is
dressing a boil on his leg and the doctor, viewing faints as "with-
drawals into unconsciousness", ferrets out a fear of death. Fair
enough; but he doesn't tell us whether the fainter was standing,
sitting or lying, or how long the wife had been at it. One could not
be blamed for guessing that perhaps he didn't inquire but went
straight for buried emotion.

Quite fascinating, but I must leave it. One last question. Agreeing
that stress produces many ills, should we be trying to elinminate it,
as though it were, say, the virus of poliomyelitis? From me, at least,
an unqualified No.

Stress is, surely, the price of that fruit of the tree that made us to
be as gods, knowing good and evil. A high but perhaps not an ex-
cessive price. Modern literature has at least two examples of elimi-
nated stress, one collective, one personal. The collective is, ofcourse,
Aldous Huxley's Brave New World, where alphas and gammas alike
are conditioned to be content with their lots and alphas dlever pay
for their fun. It drove the visitor, reared on Shakespeare and the
Bible, to suicide. The personal example is the memorable heroine
of Gentlemen Prefer Blondes who, you remember, astonished Dr
Froyd, in the Central of Europe, by having no repressions. When
she wished a man dead the pistol in her hand went off and Mr
Jennings of Little Rock, Arkansas, became shot. Dr Froyd, rightly,
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I think, urged her to cultivate a few inhibitions and get some sleep.
I have done, Sir. Conclusions or propositions:

Stress is an essential ingredient of human life.
It is a factor in many ailments but sole cause of none.
The expression ' stress disorder' or ' stress disease' should be
done away with.

The doctor should be alert to recognize stress but should pursue
it no further than the welfare of his patient demands.

THE LOAD OF ACCIDENTS UPON THE MEDICAL SERVICES

It has been stated that 8.5 per cent of all the work of general practitioners
is in this field, and that accidents kill twice as many people as do infectious
diseases. When all minor accidents are taken into account it is found that
general practitioners care for rather more than one-third of all cases of
trauma in this country by themselves, without referring these patients to
specialists. They do this work in the patients' homes, in their surgeries,
in general-practitioner hospital beds, and occasionally in health centres
or diagnostic and treatment units. Such minor accidents must be treated
promptly and well, otherwise they may easily develop into major problems.
Accidents in the home are a special responsibility of general practitioners,
particularly those occurring amongst old people. There are deficiencies
in the training of doctors for this work. Doctors have special opportunities
to give preventive education and to supervise rehabilitation in the home.

Working Party on Accident Prevention and
Life Saving 1961-1963. Royal College of
Surgeons of England. p. 21.
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